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PROJECT OBJECTIVES
In fighting wildland fires, Type I helicopters have shown that they are a cost-effective, productive tool. This
a result of carrying large volumes of water and foam, short turn-around times by using water sources close
to the fire. As use of Type I Helicopters continues to grow, so will the need for support systems, dip tanks,
in the delivery of long and short term fire retardants. Current dip tanks are either narrow cylinders on
wheels, shallow framed tanks, or the pumpkin tank. Each of these has unique issues when used with type I
helicopters. The narrow cylinder tank on wheels requires precision vertical reference flying in order to place
a bucket into the tank. The shallow framed tanks contain relatively small quantities of water for Type I
helicopters, are shallow, and thus do not support 1000 gallon buckets. These tanks are very light and
subject to the aircraft's rotor wash. The pumpkin tank, while containing a substantial volume, quickly drops
the water head height as its contents are removed. This results in each successive bucket dip being less if
more liquid is not added to the tank fast enough to support the helicopter's turn around time.
The goal of this project is to investigate and develop Type I helicopter portable tank system(s) which are
compatible with long and short term fire retardants, dispatch and set up quickly, meets operational needs,
and are cost effective to procure and operate.
Changes to
objectives:
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The dip tank is developed and available in several sizes from 5,000 gallons to 15,000 gallons.
Output:
Planned:

8/1999 Completion of Tank Development

Actual:

10/2000 Tank

